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spa is a commercial establishment that
offers ways of improving health and
fitness. Lately, spas have dental chairs
in addition to massage tables and
manicure stations. The concept isn't
as odd as it sounds. For years. dentists
have been making their practices patient-friendly by
adding everything from compurer games in the waiting
room fo movies in the operatory. The leap from headphones in the dental chair to offering some soft of spa
amenity isn't as great as it seems. An American Dental
Association survey showed that about half of those surveyed offered some type of spa service and 5% offer massages, facials and manicures.
Profoundly impressed by the esthetic practice concepts
espoused by NewYork City's Larry Rosenthal, DDS, Timothy Dotson, DDS, created Perfect Teeth Dental Spa when
it came time to expand his practice four years ago. He
spent about $1 million in today's dollars to purchase, renovate and equip a space to house his dental spa concept.
His main objective was to create a welcoming and
calming environment that would assuage the fears of
even the most fervent dentophobic. The idea of offering
post-treatment massages came from patient Erika Korak,
now employed by Dr. Dotson as a masseuse. patients
receive a 10-minute complimentary massage at the end of
each appointment. Ms. Korak also maintains a massage
room within Dr. Dotson's practice; many of her clients
become his patients, just as some of his patients become
her clients.
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TimothyDotsonwith his wife ond businessmonoger,Suson.
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AND DEMOGRAPHICS.
LOCATIOI\
A wall devoted to 8-inch x 1'0-inch, color, before and
after pictures of smiling patients who have opted for
esthetic treatment dominates the waiting room' An Xbox
video game system immediately captures the attention of
young patients. Staff greets patients by name as they
come through the door, and although the waiting time is
less than five minutes, patients have easy access to foot
massagers and a variety of current magazines that range
from business news to pop culture. The staffwears radio
sets so that they know where every patient is and who is
ready for what service.
Fiesh flowers and fountains abound, as do judiciously
placed scented candles. Patients may choose from an
abundance of refreshments including cocoa' juice and
bottled water. The homey scent of baking bread peffneates the office, and the soothing sound of meditative
music floats into the oPeratories.
Hand cream, scents for men and women, and French
milled soap are available in the patient rest room' Jovial
patients depart with bulging goodies bags filled with battoothbrushes, full-sized tubes of dentifrice
I.ry-po*.t.d
and other home care items. Dr' Dotson often individualizes the bags to correspond with patient needs' He estimates that patients leave with S50 worth of dental
products.
Statistics released by the American Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry @ACD) indicate that 48.3V" of dental practices
reported annual production of more than $70o'000 each
year, with anaverage of $661,0O0 annually' At the same
iime, one-third of all pracdces report they have more than
2,000 active patients who spend, on average' more than
S400 per visit. In the past five years, neady 4O% of
responding practices report growth of more thao 15o/oin
the number of cosmetic dental procedures performed'
Although he acknowledges that his overhead has
increased, Dr. Do6on said that his practice has grown by
100% in four years. Consequently, he has not raised his
fees. Most of his patients are young professionals with the
desire to improve their appearances and an appreciation
of the amenities the practice provides' Dr' Dotson's fees
may be at the high end of the spectrum, but they are with'
in the acceptable range in his upwardly-mobile neighborhood. Even though he offers complete restoradve services,
Dr. Dotson treats more patients with cosmetic needs now
than in the past, which requires that he become a constant
student who is competent in new therapies'
"My patients are more receptive to treatment recommendations," Dr. Dotson said' adding that he doesn't
have to advertise; his patients do it for him'
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ThomosAdoms,who lounchedSpo32o litile morethono yeor ogo, bosed
his conceplon o medicolspo he visitedin Greece'

Thomas Adams, DDS, who launched Spa32 a little o1'er a
year ago, based his concept on a medical spa he visited in
Greece. Vhen it came time to open a satellite office, he
invested approximately $500,000 to create a 2,000
square-foot spa on the Near'West Side. He employs two
gineral dentists, an oral maxillofacial surgeon' a plastic
i.rrg.ot and a chiropractor, as well as the usual compliment of personnel to provide more typical spa services,
such as massage therapy, organic skin ffeatments and
skin resurfacing. Spa32 offers everythingfrom general
dentistry to Botox iniections, from body treatments to
laser hair removal, and from skin treatment to esthetic
dental services. The setting is sleek, tranquil and contemporary. A day at Spa32 often includes teeth whitening or
cleaning.
Dr. Adams targeted his spa practice to young professionals who work and/or live in or near the loop' His prac'
tice has attracted a number of local celebrities and sports
personalities. Dr. Adams has successfully combined modern dental pracdce with total body wellness' As is the case
in Dr. Dotson's practice, the spa services at Spa32 zue sep-
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arate from the treatments offered brythe dental practice.
F{owever, Lloth doctors lrave found t}rat when patients ar€
happy with one service, they want to krrow what else is
available. For that reason, Dr. Adams cautions dentists
to use care when hiring manicurists, plastic surgeons
or chiropractors because patients will equate their
level of service with the dentist's cornpetency.
Dr. Adams does not deal with insurance companies. He happily provides the forms to his patients,
but his is an insurance-free environment. Both practices accept credit cards, and Dr. Dotson offers a
financing program.
After more than a year in practice, Dr. Adams has
begun to advertise his services, pinpointing groups
with demographics that will be most interested in and
most able to afford the services of a high-end spa
practice. However, he knows his audience.
"My spa patients are those who want more than
need," said Dr. Adams, explaining the difference
between the patients he treats at his Nonh Side practice and those who seek treatment at Spa32. "Our practice has opened people's eyes to what dentistry can do
for them."
According to a recent AACD survey, 7O.2"/oof those
inquiring about cosrnetic dentistry aren't "the young and
the beautiful" or even the "baby boomers" with all that
disposable income. They're everyone between ages 31
and 50.
By creating a spa that also offers dentistry, Dr. Adams
has tapped into a growing market of patients who enjoy
pampering and who have the ability to pay for the extras.
Both dentists agree that their first priority is to deliver
excellent dental care. They have chosen to provide their
dentistry in a soothing environment that also offers myriad
other services. In doing so, they are marketing their practices to people who want to feel nurrured and cosseted.
Spa32 is open Monday through Thursday, from L0 a.m.
until 7 p.m., and Friday and Saturdayuntil 6 p.m., making
it attractive for those who work during the week.
According to an article in the winter 2OO5issue of ,44assage Therapy, spas generate nearly $11 billion annually.
The day spa is by far the most popular and fastest growing segment of the industry. Treatment rooms account
for half of the revenue. Massageis the most popular
(49%) service followed by facials (34/").
In addition to free post-treatment head and neck massage, Dr. Dotson outfits his chairs with massagemats.
Massage dental chairs are already on the market. Both Dr.
Dotson and Dr. Adams have a 6O%-4O"/"split fee arrangement with their masseuses.

Key to the success of. any venture, particularly one that
requires a significant up-front investment, is to know
your audience. In both instances, these spa practices are
located in areas that are in close proximity to upwardly
mobile young adults, as well as to those for whom child
rearing and the associated costs are a fond memory.
Dr. Dotson studied the Roscoe Village treafor ayear
before he made his location decision; he spent days
watching parking patterns. Because parking is at a premium, he is considering offering limousine service in the
future. His office hours are perfect for working adults:
from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.fwice a week and until 8 p.m. twice
a week, and he offers services a half-day on Saturday.
Dr. Adams sought an area that was near the Loop and

bases are open to a fuIl-fledged spa experience. Dr.
Adams, for exarnple, opened his spa practice as a satellite
office. Sometimes he treats patients from his North Side
office at Spa32 and, so far, the experience has been positive. However, there is a difference in treatment fees. Dr.
Adams plans to address the disparity by soon offering
treatment at either office for the same fees.
So, before jumping into the deep end of the reflecting
pool, take a long, hard look at location and demographics. An article published last summer inthe Seattle Times
recounts the story of a dentist who offered bleaching services at a posh hotel spa-and struck out. Patients may
want their teeth whitened, but more often than noq they
will stick with a dentist rather than an unknown technician, no matter how luxurious the spa.
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convenient to the young
professionals he hoped to
attract, but which offered lower rental fees. Both dentists
were acutely aware of the type of patient rhey hoped ro
attract as they scouted locations for their spa ventures.
He has found that some of the patients from his Norrh
Side practice prefer the atmosphere of Spa32.
Dr. Dotson notes that the spa amenities have not
frightened families who reside in the Roscoe Village area
and who are seeking general dental care. For many
patients, the draw is the novelty of a waiting room permeated with the scent of baking bread (Dr. Dotson) or of
spending an entire day of beaufy that includes a prophylactic appointment (Dr. Adams).
The spa rend owes much to the increasing popularity
of esthetic dentistry, which appeals to an appearance-oriented public. The cost of adding spa amenities such as
free massage treatments is easily recouped by patient
retention and the most valuable asset of all: word-ofmouth advertising. The spa concept might acrually be the
narural outgrowth of the esthetic dental practice.
However, a spa practice is not for every dentist or
patient. Although any dental practice will benefit by offering some spa-like amenities in their ofifices, not all patient

Spa dentistry is more than window dressing, but dressing
your waiting room for success is a good place to start.
Soothing colors in the waiting room, indirect light and
calming music helps patients relax. The addition of a
tabletop or wall fountain adds to the sense of calm and
tranquility.
Fountains mitigate disuacting sounds from the other
rooms and sooth your patients with the peaceful sound
of flowing water. Fountains are also natural humidi-fiers
that revitalize your indoor plants and eliminate dry air.
Have you considered placing a small tabletop fountain in
your operatories? Tabletop fountains can be as simple or
as elaborate as you wish and range in price from a reasonable $20 for compact models to more than 9200 for
more complex versions made of stone or glass. You may
even wish to purchase a wall-mounted fountain. nfallmounted fountains, some no larger than a framed poster,
range in price from S200 to $3,000, depending on size,
material and scope.
!fl'hat does your patient see from the dental chair? Wall
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murals add interest and may
increase the soothing aspects of
your operatories. V/'all murals are
available in avaflety of sizes and
styles. For example, you might
decide to add a tropical wall mural that includes beach
scene framedby a shuttered window. A 45-inch x 43-inch
mural such as this would cost about $50. A four-panel, 9
inches by 65 inches mural of a waterfall, for example, is
available for $80. However, imagine how comforting this
mural and tabletop fountain would be to your most fearful patient. You can further enhance the atmosphere with
the addition of scented candles or by applying scented oil
to pebbles and rocks that surround a live plant.
Some fragrances energize and others soothe. For

I

example, lavender is
known for its calming
therapeutic effect whereas lemon scents are refreshing.
Although there is probably no scientific basis to aromatherapy, pleasant scents make us feel better-and you
can never go wrong with vanilla. Scented candles in your
waiting area and in the operatories would be an attractive
and pleasant addition, particulady when you replace
those harsh overhead lights with soft ambient lighting.
Other simple and relatively inexpensive amenities
include offering the patienr an eye mask and herbal neck
pillow and maybe, for the most tense of your patients, a
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Members of the Chicago Dental Society
expect personal service, top-quality
products and financial stability from the
insurer selected to cover their offices and
Uability. That's whythe CDS (withmore
than 7,000 members) has endorsed
The Cincinnati Insurance Company's
Dentist's Progiram since 1998.
To learn more about this program,
in the Chicago area, contact Jim Camey
at Southpoint Insurance Agency,
(7OB)478-3M0, extension 7O2.To locate
an agency nearest you, log onto
www.cinfin corn or call Mike Tbrrellat
(800) 769-0548.
Enjoy the convenience and simplicity of
having all of your protection with one
insurer. Consider other policies and
services from Cincinnati and its affiliates:
. homeowner/auto
. leasing and financing
. life
. asset management

security blanket when seated in the operatory'
Imagine receiving your dental treatment in an operatoall lights are dimmed except for the patient
where
ry
light, aromatic candles arelit, the fountain is flowing, the
eye mask is in place and your neck is resting comfortably
on an herbal Pillow.
In addition to offering free coffee, tea' cocoa' juice and
water in the waiting room, some dental practices stock
milkshakes in their freezers for patients undergoing particularly painful treatment. Consider the difference: At
the end of reatment, patlents 'arc given the milkshakc of
their choice (flavor requested in advance), a hot towel, an
ibuprofen tablet and a cup of v/ater; as opposed to iust
an ibuprofen tablet and a cup of water.
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You or your staffwill have the added responsibility of providing fresh covers for neck pillows and eye maslies,someone will be required to prepare the milkshake and hot
towel in advance. The entire spa concept collapses unless
your staffshares your excitement for and commitment to
the project. As previously noted, Dr' Dotson's patients are
greeted by name as they walk in the door. The front desk
personnel know the patients well enough to inquire
family, work or hobbies. Most impressively, the
"bo,rt
patients are shown respect by their short wait for treat-

ment. Although that may not always be possible, patients
who are required to wait should be advised as soon as
they enter that the doctor is delayed-and advised exactly
how long they will wait. A tranquil, soothing environment
such as that found atSpa32 also means that staffis always
smiling, always happy to see the patients, and always
speaks in soft, gentle tones. A spa staffis always cheerful,
never involved in front desk conflict amongst themselves
or with patients, and never, eYer, too busy to make the
patient feel welcome and comfortable.
At the henrt of spa dentistry is the desire to prcrvicle the
best possible dental care in the most comfortable manner. Patients tend to gravitate to dentists and dental practices in which they feel cared for and valued. The spa
practice combines overall health and physical fitness with
dental health and wellness. Creating an atmosphere that
reflects this meticulous care and attention to detail is possible for all dental practices. I
Ms. Giongregois the monogingeditorof the CDSReview.
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